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For the most professional results, follow the
simple directions supplied with each Everase
roll, or watch our handy online installation
video at www.everase.com.*
*Professional installation services available in select areas.

Easy to Place. Easy to Erase.

Everase provides a superior quality dry erase surface that’s easily applied in minutes—
right on top of your existing chalkboards or stained whiteboards. You save an incredible
amount of time, money and mess by resurfacing with Everase and avoiding the
challenging process of board removal and disposal.

How do you install Everase? Seamlessly, of
course! Simply peel off the paper backing. Thanks
to the product’s pressure-sensitive adhesive
backing, Everase can be effortlessly applied onto
any clean chalkboard, painted metalboard, stained
whiteboard or smooth wall surface. Trim off any
excess with a utility knife, and then write away,
right away—no curing or wait time is required.

Designed by chemical engineers with expertise in lamination and backed by our full
warranty, Everase resurfacing rolls are available in standard 56' and 100' lengths or
smaller custom lengths if desired. Rolls are 50" high, perfect for any standard 4' high
boards. We offer the most cost-effective way to bring today’s dry erase whiteboard
versatility into the classroom, conference room or even a playroom.

Convenient long roll lengths (instead of sheets or
panels) mean there are typically no visible seams
to try to match. A typical chalkboard or older
whiteboard can be transformed into a glossy new
whiteboard in 30 minutes. The result is a new
whiteboard custom fitted to your existing frame.

Create The Classroom of The
Future Today
Technology is evolving rapidly in the modern
education environment. The smooth surface of
Everase whiteboards provides added value to
classrooms by doubling as the perfect projector
screen. Teachers everywhere are embracing the
multimedia approach that interactive boards
provide. With the Everase surface you eliminate
chalk dust and water spillage from routine
chalkboard washing, substances you surely don’t
want around expensive electronic investments.

For Savings Across the Board

Transform Dull, Lackluster Boards Into Bright, Superior Whiteboards in Minutes

BEFORE
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AFTER
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Our Commitment to The Environment

Everase Resurfacing Rolls
Available in dry erase (high gloss) which has
superior erasability and can be erased with a dry
cloth or wet erase (low gloss) which is ideal for
a projection surface or interactive whiteboard
because it minimizes the glare but requires a
wetting solution to clean. Comes with factory
applied self adhesive. Installs directly over existing
chalkboards or dry erase boards and trimmed to
fit precisely within your existing frame. Available
in standard 56' or 100' lengths or smaller, custom
lengths if desired. Rolls are 50" high, perfect for
any standard 4' high board.

Resurfacing existing chalkboards rather than
replacing them allows educational facilities to
avoid potential asbestos health risks faced during
board removal. Also, thousands of chalkboards
and older whiteboards are prevented from
ending up in landfills. It all adds up to less
pollution and less waste for our children—
today and into the future.
You don’t need toxic adhesives during installation
or chemical solvents for everyday use. Our
special, safe adhesive is activated with a simple
soap and water solution. In fact, it's so easy that
the entire resurfacing process can be done while
kids are in the classroom. There are no toxic
fumes to deal with! Also, Everase wipes 100%
clean just as easily—with basic, washable
microfiber eraser cloths.

High Gloss. Low Cost.
The Everase warranty assures you of proven
durability with our guaranteed stain and scratch
resistance. Even permanent or semi-permanent
markers or crayons can’t damage the superior
Everase dry erase surface. Unlike competitive
offerings, Everase never stains or develops
the “ghosting effect” sometimes left behind
on traditional whiteboards. Plus, there’s zero
maintenance—no need for frequent washing
like with dusty chalkboards.
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“We were unable to take down our
chalkboards due to asbestos in
the mastic adhesive. Everase went
right over our existing chalkboards
and was well received by the
students and teachers.”
– Dr. William J. McCusker, President,
Cardinal O’Hara High School, Springfield, PA

Everase Products Are Ideal For
• Classrooms
• Playrooms
• Child Care Centers
• Conference Rooms
• Offices
• Athletic Facilities
• Restaurants
• Point-of-Purchase

“After several years, our boards
have remained in good condition.
There’s been no ghosting, great
visibility and the boards have
brightened up our classrooms.”
– Mike Walls, IT Director,
Archbishop Wood High School, Warminster, PA

“The teachers are very happy with
the product that we've chosen.
They enjoy the cleaner look, the
brightness in the room, and the
fact that it works well with the
interactive boards that we have.”
– Rich Chiappa, PC Technician,
Wilson Area School District, Easton, PA

• Hospital Patient Rooms

Outstanding Performance
Year After Year
• Installs easily over your existing boards
in minutes
• All products wipe clean 100% of the time
• Permanent marker can be used and
easily removed
• Superior dry erase writing surface
• Superior stain and scratch resistance
• No “ghosting” residue left behind
• High-gloss surface makes marker colors “pop”
• Ships simply via UPS
• Countless applications
• Full warranty
• Made in USA
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Your Complete Whiteboard Solution Provider
In addition to our Everase high gloss, dry erase resurfacing rolls, we also offer
our same high gloss, stain and scratch resistant surface on a variety of other
handy visual communication solutions.
Retro-Fit Magnetic
Replacement Whiteboards
Easy to mount dry erase magnetic replacement
panels that are custom built with an aluminum
frame. Retro-fit boards are designed to easily
fit over existing chalkboards or whiteboards.
The frame comes with pre-drilled counter sunk
holes. No need to remove the existing chalk tray
or board. The system re-uses the chalk tray and
avoids the labor and expense of removing existing
boards. Custom cut at the factory to fit perfectly
over your existing boards. Designed with the same
excellent erasability and stain resistance as our
standard Everase surface.
Sports Diagrams

Room #

Bed

Patient Name

Date

Physician

Nurse

Allergies

Medications

Time/Notes

0
Very Happy
Not Hurt

1
Hurts Just
A Little Bit

2
Hurts A Little
More

3
Hurts Even
More

4
Hurts A
Whole Lot

Music Staﬀ Lines

Penmanship Lines

5
Hurts As Much
As Y
You Can
Imagine

Patient Room Boards

Traceable Graph

Calendars

Standard and Custom Printed Dry Erase Graphics
Standard backgrounds include music staff lines, penmanship lines, traceable
grid or graph, and sports diagrams. With our versatile in-house design
capabilities, we can customize any design or graph you can imagine including
high-quality images, artwork and logos. These graphically enhanced whiteboard
surfaces are great for teachers, coaches, training instructors or anybody who
wants to be extra-organized. Printed dry erase graphics can be provided on a
resurfacing roll or framed board based on customer specific dimensions, offering
the same proprietary dry erase technology and superior writing surface.

Framed Ready-to-Use Dry Erase Whiteboards
Frame Options
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Our Everase framed whiteboard kits include a set of proprietary dry erase
markers, microfiber eraser cloths, clip magnets, easy-mounting hardware, and
an optional marker tray. Choose from standard or premium aluminum, black or
oak wood frames, in magnetic or non-magnetic surfacing finishes. Five standard
sizes from 2' x 3' up to 4' x 8' and additional custom sizes are ideal for planning,
scheduling, POP, menus and more. Our framed boards are available as a dry
erase board, cork board or combination board.

Dry Erase Magnetic and
Non-Magnetic Panels
These dry erase magnetic steel panels are
available with or without a factory applied selfadhesive backing. They’re ideal for covering
heavily damaged walls or boards. We also offer
non-magnetic panels with our high gloss dry
erase surface laminated to medium-density fiber
boards (MDF) which are great for board or dry
wall cover-ups. Available in various sizes.

Erasable Wallcoverings
Everase erasable wallcoverings can be used on
dry wall in a conference room, office, playroom
or any other room. They are great for interactive
whiteboard projectors. Wallcoverings are available
in rolls of dry erase high gloss or wet erase low
gloss surfaces.

Additional Products
Everase offers proprietary dry erase markers,
washable micro-fiber eraser cloths, clip magnets,
and whiteboard cleaner, with more products
on the horizon.
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Everase solutions are produced in the U.S. and were developed
by a U.S. patent-holding chemical engineer with more than
30 years of expertise in the laminating industry. All Everase
products are backed by our full warranty. For more information,
or to request a free sample, please contact us.

90 Industrial Drive I Ivyland, PA 18974
Toll Free: 800.494.5677 I T: 215.995.2700 I F: 215.323.4135 I info@everase.com

www.everase.com

